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Security in ECU
Production
Production Key Server for secure key management

Endurance racing demands first-rate performances from drivers and their cars

Cryptography protects connected embedded systems against attacks and unauthorized
access. However, ensuring availability and secure injection of keys is a challenge – par-
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ticularly in global production chains. To secure ECU production to the greatest extent
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possible, ESCRYPT offers its new Production Key Server (PKS). This easy-to-implement,

Locations and Imprint

tees reliable protection of sensitive cryptographic data over the entire system lifecycle.
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scalable solution complements ESCRYPT’s Key Management Solution (KMS) and guaran-

at ESCRYPT GmbH
in Bochum, Germany.
ESCRYPT is a 100percent subsidiary of
ETAS GmbH and offers
security solutions for
embedded systems.
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EMBEDDED SECURITY

EMBEDDED SECURITY

Embedded systems are taking on

high and does not depend on the

terfaces, an HSM, and pre-installed

more and more functions. The large

quality of the local internet connec-

ESCRYPT software. After a one-time

number of ECUs in vehicles is a prime

tion. However, the security and main-

configuration, it is ready for opera-

example, with their software coordi-

tenance overhead of decentralized

tion. Maintenance and administra-

nating more and more powertrain,

solutions is high. In addition, it is

tion can be done online through the

safety, and convenience functions.

difficult for device manufacturers to

KMS backend. If desired, PKSs can

Previously, IT systems in vehicles were

maintain an overview of the keys

automatically report – for instance

isolated and independent. Now it is

generated and assigned, especially

by e-mail – critical events such as

time to provide connectivity with

when some of the keys are gen-

expiring certificates, key access au-

the outside digital world in order to

erated in the manufacturers’ own

thorizations, full log databases, or a

take advantage of the security and

plants and some by suppliers. Con-

shortage of cryptographic data in

service potential of Car-to-X com-

versely, centralized solutions offer

local buffers.

munication, or of Firmware-over-the-

advantages in terms of key manage-

Air updates (FOTA).

ment and security issues. However,

While the servers are distributed

if the internet connection fails or

across production sites around the

Opening up to the outside world

transfer rates are suboptimal, there

world, management and monitor-

harbors not only opportunities, but

is a risk of longer latency times when

ing of key assignment, as well as

also new security risks. Negligent or

injecting the keys, potentially resul-

maintenance and configuration of

willful tampering with embedded

ting in delays or even production

the PKSs, is handled in the central-

systems in vehicles will become

downtimes.

ized KMS backend. If cryptographic

possible if we fail to protect them
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data from another source is to be

reliably. Permission for digital data

The solution: decentralized ser-

used in production, this data can be

exchange must be made dependent

vers and centralized backend

manually imported into the KMS

on an appropriate authentication

ESCRYPT is following a third path,

backend. Another option is to use

with cryptographic keys and certifi-

which combines a centralized back-

the backend of a third party that

cates. However, providing and im-

end – the Key Management Solu-

can connect through authentication

plementing these keys and certifi-

tion (KMS) – with decentralized key

directly to the KMS to exchange

cates in production, as well as man-

injection on Production Key Servers

the relevant cryptographic material.

aging them over the entire life of

(PKS) in the plants. This guarantees

Since the PKS and the KMS backend

the protected products, is challeng-

not only maximum availability and

synchronize at specified intervals,

ing – especially in business areas

low latency times, but also optimum

thus creating sufficient buffers of

intellectual property theft – in pro-

when data is exchanged between

to authenticate themselves. The se-

The flexible solution

that rely on globally distributed pro-

protection of cryptographic data, as

cryptographic data, ECU manufac-

duction environments where pro-

servers, the backend, and all other

curity achieved in this way can be

architecture for securing

duction and supply chains and on a

every PKS is protected against un-

turers are largely independent from

viding an adequate level of security

recipients involved in the process.

maintained over the entire life of

distributed production

diverse array of supplier structures,

authorized access by a powerful

internet connection stability when

is an issue. With confidential data

the vehicle – using ESCRYPT’s ho-

sites for ECUs guaran-

such as the automotive industry.

Hardware Security Module (HSM)

accessing the KMS.

(such as security keys for authorized

Holistic security solutions are

listic approach for embedded secu-

tees maximum availabil-

associates) stored on the HSM, and

needed

rity. While PKSs ensure secure man-

ity, low latency times,

that is suitable for industrial use,

Gateway /Firewall
ECU in production

ESCRYPT
Key Management Solution
(KMS) backend

Client

Data flow in secure channel

Data flow

Decentralized or centralized key

and appropriate security software.

The flexible architecture ensures

their retrieval tied to previously de-

These security precautions and the

agement and injection of crypto-

and optimum protection

provisioning?

Furthermore, since the PKSs are only

that manufacturers can either main-

termined routines and authentica-

sophisticated architecture ensure

graphic data in ECU production,

of the cryptographic

To date, there have been parallel ap-

occasionally in contact with the back-

tain control over key management

tion on the KMS, data will remain in-

that typical automotive use cases –

embedded systems need to be pro-

data used.

proaches that either decentralize the

end – to synchronize the data and

themselves or have ESCRYPT imple-

accessible even if the entire PKS hard-

such as secure booting of microcon-

tected over the entire vehicle life-

provisioning of cryptographic data

perform updates – this approach of-

ment the key management. In both

ware is stolen. Furthermore, the HSM

trollers, locking of diagnostic inter-

cycle to prevent willful or negligent

(keys, certificates, etc.) or manage it

fers the greatest possible indepen-

cases, the connection between the

serves as a safe for cryptographic

faces, and injection of Secure Hard-

tampering. ESCRYPT has the appro-

from a central location. Neither so-

dence from the internet connection.

KMS and the distributed servers

data installed on the systems; it se-

ware Extension (SHE) keys or Trans-

priate security solutions and the re-

lution is perfect. The advantage of

The frequency of this exchange is

forms a powerful basis on which the

cures this data through additional

port Layer Security (TLS) certificates

quired expertise for all stages of the

isolated, decentralized solutions for

adjustable.

PKS hardware can execute complex

encryption and a security check when

– remain secure even in the increas-

vehicle’s lifecycle, including reliable

cryptographic operations quickly and

booting up. On top of all this, fire-

ingly connected car of the future.

deletion of keys and certificates
after vehicles are scrapped.

each production site is that they can
be implemented easily and are in-

The PKS is a standardized module

reliably. PKSs can also be operated

walls, encryption, tamper-proof soft-

This also applies to securing future

dependent from higher-level IT sys-

for server racks and has its own pow-

in clusters. Importantly, they offer

ware, and HSM-based security oper-

Car-to-X communication and final

tems. Additionally, key availability is

er connection, Gigabit Ethernet in-

maximum protection – also against

ations protect each individual step

testing of ECUs that require testers

